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ABSTRACT
We observed the spiral galaxies M 51 and M 83 at 20” spatial resolution with
the bolometer array AzTEC on the JCMT in the 1.1 mm continuum, recovering the
extended emission out to galactocentric radii of more than 12 kpc in both galaxies.
The 1.1 mm-continuum fluxes are 5.6±0.7 and 9.9±1.4 Jy, with associated gas masses
estimated at 9.4 × 109M and 7.2 × 109M for M 51 and M 83, respectively. In the
interarm regions of both galaxies the N(H2)/I(CO) (or X-factor) ratios exceed those
in the arms by factors of ∼ 1.5-2. In the inner disks of both galaxies, the X-factor is
about 1× 1020 cm−2 · (K · km · s−1)−1. In the outer parts, the CO-dark molecular gas
becomes more important.
While the spiral density wave in M 51 appears to influence the interstellar medium
and stars in a similar way, the bar potential in M 83 influences the interstellar medium
and the stars differently. We confirm the result of Foyle et al. (2010) that the arms
merely heighten the star formation rate and the gas surface density in the same pro-
portion. Our maps reveal a threshold gas surface density for an SFR increase by two
or more orders of magnitude. In both galaxy centers, the molecular gas depletion time
is about 1 Gyr climbing to 10-20 Gyr at radii of 6-8 kpc. This is consistent with an
inside-out depletion of the molecular gas in the disks of spiral galaxies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Central to a complete picture of galaxy evolution is the dis-
tribution of the interstellar matter (ISM) within each galaxy
and how that ISM forms stars. Given that the ISM mass
on galactic scales is dominated by molecular and atomic
gas, observing the tracers of these gas components is nec-
essary for measuring the ISM distribution within the disks
of spiral galaxies. Accordingly, observations of the HI 21-
cm line and the CO J = 1 → 0 2.6-mm line are often
used as tracers of the atomic and molecular gas, respec-
tively (see, e.g., Walter et al. 2008; Regan 2006; Regan et
al. 2001; Nishiyama et al. 2001). While conversion of the
velocity-integrated brightness temperature of the HI line,
or I(HI), to atomic gas column density, N(HI), is usually
straightforward (though not always, e.g., Planck Collabora-
tion 2011a), the conversion of I(CO) to molecular gas column
density N(H2) is not quite so certain (e.g., Papadopolis et
al. 2012; Narayanan et al. 2011, 2012; Shetty 2011,a; Mal-
oney & Black 1988; Rickard & Blitz 1985; Israel 1988; Wall
et al. 1993; Regan 2000; Paglione et al. 2001; Sodroski et
al. 1995; Dahmen et al. 1997, 1998; Wall 2007), especially
given that the CO J = 1 → 0 line is known to be opti-
cally thick (e.g., see Evans 1980; Kutner 1984; Evans 1999).
Recent observations (Planck Collaboration 2011a) suggest
that the N(H2)/I(CO) conversion factor, or X-factor, XF ,
is roughly constant within the disk of our Galaxy, with
XF = (2.5 ± 0.1) × 1020H2 · cm−2 · (K · km · s−1)−1, to
be abbreviated as XF = 2.5 ± 0.1 X20; this or a similar
value of XF is often called the “standard” value. This uni-
form X-factor value for our Galaxy’s disk now applies to
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the disks of external galaxies, where XF ∼ 2 X20 is inferred
and, on average, is radially non-varying from the inner disk
to a galactocentric radius of∼ 1R25 (Sandstrom et al. 2013).
The evidence for CO-dark gas, both theoretically and obser-
vationally, is a further complication (see, for example Planck
Collaboration 2011a; Clark et al. 2012; Langer et al. 2014;
Saintonge et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2014; Roman-Duval et
al. 2010). It is thus advantageous to employ tracers other
than CO J = 1 → 0 as independent checks on ISM surface
density variations to test recent physical models of XF (e.g.,
Papadopolis et al. 2012; Narayanan et al. 2011, 2012; Shetty
2011,a)
Observed gas column and surface densities can then
provide insights into large-scale star formation in galax-
ies. The Schmidt-Kennicutt (S-K) law, for example, states
that star formation rate surface density, ΣSFR, is related
to the gas surface density, Σgas, by ΣSFR ∝ Σαgas with
α ∼ 1.0 to ∼ 5.0 (e.g., Schmidt 1959; Kennicutt 1989, 1998;
Bigiel et al. 2008; Heiderman et al. 2010; Leroy et al. 2013).
The index α = 1.0 is appealing because the gas depletion
time (∝ Σgas/ΣSFR) is constant thoughout the spiral disks.
While there is some evidence that α = 1 on size scales of
>∼ 1 kpc (e.g. Bigiel et al. 2008; Leroy et al. 2013; Calzetti et
al. 2012), there is also evidence of non-linear and even non-
universal slopes on such size scales (see, e.g. Santini et al.
2014; Pan et al. 2014; Shetty et al. 2013), especially on the
scales of individual giant molecular clouds (GMCs) (Lom-
bardi et al. 2014; Lada et al. 2013). There is also strong evi-
dence for an inside-out formation of galaxies (e.g. Gonza´lez
Delgado et al. 2014), which is at odds with a constant gas
depletion time and, therefore, with having α = 1. Com-
parison between those results on the large (i.e., galactic)
scales with those on GMC scales is problematic. Lada et al.
(2013) suggest that the Schmidt law on the scales of GMCs
are fundamentally different from the S-K law apparent on
larger (i.e. galactic) scales; the latter are not the “result of
an underlying physical law of star formation.”
Many of the abovementioned results used observations
of the optically thick CO J = 1 → 0 line and adopted a
spatially constant XF . In contrast, millimetre (mm), submil-
limetre (submm), and far-infrared (far-IR) continuum obser-
vations sample optically thin continuum emission from the
dust grains that pervade both the atomic and molecular gas.
Recently, there have been many papers of the far-IR/submm
continuum emission of external galaxies from the Planck and
Herschel missions (e.g. Planck Collaboration 2011; Foyle et
al. 2012; Fritz et al. 2012; Foyle et al. 2013; Magnelli et al.
2012; Bourne et al. 2012; Rowlands et al. 2012; Boselli et al.
2012; Smith et al. 2012; Cortese et al. 2014, 2012; Boselli et
al. 2010; Eales et al. 2010; Gordon et al. 2010; Roman-Duval
et al. 2010; Kirkpatrick et al. 2014). These papers find, for
example, that the dust and stellar masses of galaxies are
correlated (Bourne et al. 2012; Cortese et al. 2012) and that
spiral galaxies and dusty early type galaxies have ∼ 106 to
108M of dust (Rowlands et al. 2012).
A major stumbling block to determining accurate sur-
face densities from dust continuum emission is the unknown
mass absorption coefficient, κν , at millimetre wavelengths.
Millimetre continuum emission is less temperature sensitive
than that at submillimetre and far-IR wavelengths; this pro-
vides an important constraint on dust mass and sometimes
the spectral emissivity index, β, can be constrained as well.
Observationally, the relevant quantity determined is the dust
optical depth to gas column density ratio, τνd/N(H). Planck
Collaboration (2011a) and Planck Collaboration (2011b)
have found that τνd/N(H) = 5.2 × 10−26cm2 at 857 GHz
(wavelength of 350µm) in the HI gas in the solar neigh-
bourhood and τνd/N(H) = 1.1× 10−25cm2 at 250µm (cor-
responding to τνd/N(H) = 6.0 × 10−26cm2 at 857 GHz for
β = 1.8) in the HI gas in the Taurus molecular complex.
Given that β = 1.8 applies to the dust in our Galaxy (see,
e.g., Planck Collaboration 2011a) and that the dust to hy-
drogen gas mass is about 0.01, those observed τνd/N(H) cor-
respond to κν(1.1mm) ' 0.4 to 0.5 cm2 · g−1 in the dust as-
sociated with HI. The dust associated with H2, however, has
τνd/N(H) double that in HI (Planck Collaboration 2011b).
Consequently, estimating τνd/N(H) and κν from compar-
ing the observed dust continuum emission against the HI
gas emission alone, while useful, must be viewed with cau-
tion. The various estimates of κν suggest that determining
the exact total mass of dust within a galaxy is uncertain by
a factor of a few.
In spite of the uncertain dust mass absorption coeffi-
cient, dust continuum emission can provide estimates of XF
in our Galaxy as well as in external galaxies (see, e.g., Sand-
strom et al. 2013; Roman-Duval et al. 2010; Eales et al.
2010; Reach et al. 1998; Planck Collaboration 2011a; Israel
1997,a). Such observations have shown that while XF can
be more or less spatially constant in some cases, like in the
disk of our Galaxy and other external galaxies (see Sand-
strom et al. 2013; Planck Collaboration 2011a), there can
be regions of “dark” gas, H2 with no CO emission, both in
our Galaxy and other galaxies (e.g., see Planck Collabora-
tion 2011a; Baes et al. 2014; Clark et al. 2012; Langer et
al. 2014; Pineda et al. 2014; Roman-Duval et al. 2010; Sain-
tonge et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2014). Therefore, observations
of dust continuum emission provide a vital check on results
inferred from CO J = 1→ 0 observations.
1.1 The Current Work
Even with the many recent advances mentioned above, there
are many questions left unanswered. For example, do the
inferred X-factor values (i.e. Planck Collaboration 2011a;
Sandstrom et al. 2013) apply to the outer disks of all galax-
ies? Also, are there systematic differences of the X-factor
between arm and inter-arm regions? Can previous methods
of observationally inferring the dust mass absorption coef-
ficient at millimetre wavelengths be refined? How do the
answers to those questions influence the specific form of the
observed S-K law in a given galaxy?
To address these questions and to better understand
the gas and dust in spiral galaxies and their relationship
to star formation, we observed the grand-design, face-on
spiral galaxies M 51 and M 83 with the bolometer-array
camera, AzTEC (Aztronomical Thermal Emission Camera),
mounted on the 15-m JCMT in Hawaii at a wavelength of
1.1 mm. Both of these galaxies are nearby with distances of
less than 10 Mpc (see Table 1 for details) and, hence, the
spiral arms in both galaxies are resolved across the arms in
the JCMT/AzTEC observations, which have a spatial res-
olution of 20′′. Both galaxies have been studied extensively
at numerous wavelengths (e.g., Rots et al. 1990; Helfer et
al. 2003; Kennicutt et al. 2003; Dale et al. 2009; Tilanus &
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Table 1. Adopted Parameter Values
Parameter M 51 M 83
Centre Position (2000.0) 13h29m52.s71 a 13h37m00.s8 b
47◦11′ 42.′′80 a −29◦51′ 59′′ b
Distance (Mpc) 8.4 c 4.5 d
Position Angle 170◦ e 225◦ f
Inclination 20◦ e 24◦ f
a Hagiwara et al. (2001).
b Miller et al. (2009).
c See Shetty et al. (2007) and references therein.
d Karachentsev et al. (2002).
e Tully, R.B. (1974).
f Talbot et al. (1979).
Allen 1993; Crosthwaite et al. 2002; Blasco-Herrera et al.
2010; Meidt et al. 2013; Hughes et al. 2013; Schinnerer et al.
2013; Colombo et al. 2014).
Recent HERSCHEL observations of M 51 and M 83 at
70, 160, 250, 350, and 500µm have provided maps of the
dust temperature, surface density, and even spectral emis-
sivity index, β (Bendo et al. 2012; Foyle et al. 2012, 2013;
Cooper et al. 2012), but with spatial coverage that is slightly
more limited than those of the AzTEC 1.1 mm continuum
maps presented here; the AzTEC images cover a few more
kiloparsecs at the adopted distances given in Table 1. As a
result, these AzTEC 1.1 mm continuum images extend both
the spatial and the wavelength coverage of the dust emission
in both M 51 and M 83.
This greater spatial coverage placed restrictions on the
other wavelengths available for comparison with the AzTEC
1.1 mm data; there were no 250, 350, and 500µm data to-
wards the outer disks of M 51 and M 83. There are, however,
Spitzer 160µm data covering both of these galaxies. This
wavelength is the longest of the Spitzer data and, along with
the AzTEC 1.1 mm data, is the one most likely associated
with the dust component(s) that dominate the mass of the
dust.
In addition, the surface densities in the current work
were estimated from the observational data. Specifically,
τνd/N(H) at λ = 1mm was inferred by comparison with
the HI column densities and removing upper outliers, be-
cause these upper outliers were assumed to represent posi-
tions with CO-dark gas. This approach has the advantage
that final gas masses inferred were not dependent on dust
models.
2 OBSERVATIONS
Both M 51 and M 83 were observed during the nights of
2005 December 6-12 and 2006 January 12-20 on the James
Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) with AzTEC (Aztronom-
ical Thermal Emission Camera), which is a bolometer array
for observing continuum emission at 1.1 mm (Wilson et al.
2008). AzTEC has 144 silicon nitride micromesh detectors
arranged hexagonally in six “hextants”. The AzTEC foot-
print on the sky while mounted on the JCMT was ∼280′′
wide, where each detector had an 17-18′′ almost circular
beam. During the observations, 107 of the 144 AzTEC detec-
tors were fully functional, the faulty detectors found mostly
in Hextants 1 and 2 (see Figure 11 of Wilson et al. 2008).
The images of M 51 and M 83 were created by raster scan-
ning, so the missing detectors did not affect the coverage of
the final images, only their sensitivities.
The fields for both galaxies were originally chosen to be
centred on each and were 14′ × 14′ in size. This field size is
large enough to accommodate each galaxy with a ∼ 10′ di-
ameter, and one-half AzTEC foot-print on each side. The ac-
tual observations, however, covered nearly 25′×25′ for each
galaxy. This allows the AzTEC routines to properly remove
the large-angular-scale atmospheric emission from the M 51
and M 83 images. Both M 51 and M 83 were raster scanned
for many cycles; the total integration time was about 12
hours for M 51 and about 14.5 hours for M 83. Given the
long-term stability of the detectors, chopping was not nec-
essary. During the observations, the zenith optical depth
at 225 GHz was between about 0.05 and 0.15. The source
elevations during the observations were between about 30◦
and 60◦ for M 51 and between about 30◦ and 45◦ for M 83.
These imply that the maximum line-of-sight optical depth
at 225 GHz was typically much less than 0.3.
Interleaved between groups of raster scans of the pro-
gram galaxies were observations of additional sources to fo-
cus the AzTEC camera, to check the pointing, and to cal-
ibrate the data. Focusing was achieved through repeated
jiggle-maps of a few chosen point-like sources to minimize
the beam’s angular size and maximize its peak. Focusing
was done each night usually on the planet Uranus, but also
on the late-type stars CRL618 and IRC+10216. Pointing
was checked and corrected by small jiggle-maps of QSOs
1308+326 and 1334−127. The pointing maps were per-
formed before and after many raster scans of the program
galaxies, or about every 1 to 1.5 hours. The rms pointing un-
certainty was 2′′ or better. Beam maps of Uranus were made
to determine the flux conversion factor which converts the
detector output voltages to mJy · beam−1 (see Wilson et al.
2008, for details).
Spectral lines do not contribute appreciably to the
AzTEC 1.1-mm bandpass. The strongest line in this band-
pass is CO J = 2 → 1. This is at the edge of the bandpass
for the 1.1-mm filter (see Figure 4 of Wilson et al. 2008) and
line peak would be attenuated by a factor of ∼ 100 due to
the low response of the filter at this frequency. In addition,
the AzTEC bandwidth at 1.1 mm is about 70 GHz, resulting
in a spectral dilution of the line of a factor of ∼ 103. The
two effects together dilute the line strength by a factor of
∼ 105. Publicly available CO J = 1 → 0 maps (e.g., Helfer
et al. 2003; Crosthwaite et al. 2002) along with adopting a
reasonable ratio for the J = 2 → 1 to J = 1 → 0 lines (i.e.
0.7) and applying the peak attenuation, the spectral dilu-
tion, and the observed 1.1-mm fluxes of M 51 and M 83 (see
Section 4.1) yield a relative contribution of 5-6×10−4 by the
CO J = 2 → 1 line to the total observed 1.1-mm flux. In-
cluding the effects of other spectral lines, even those with
peak attenuations closer to unity, are unlikely to add a total
flux contribution of more than a few percent to the AzTEC
1.1-mm band.
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3 DATA REDUCTION
The emission observed by the telescope in the 1.1 mm con-
tinuum is dominated by that of the atmosphere. In fact, such
atmospheric emission is roughly a factor of 1-3×105 stronger
than that from astronomical sources. Hence, considerable
data processing is necessary for extracting the faint astro-
nomical signal from the time-series data that will be con-
verted into an astronomical image. This processing assumes
that the spatial extent of the atmospheric emission is greater
than that of the astronomical sources; this makes it possible,
though still difficult, to reconstruct extended structures in
the image. Recovering the extended astronomical emission
requires an iterative procedure whereby the image from the
first iteration is subtracted from the time-series data and
these image-subtracted time-series data are used to con-
struct the next iteration image, which is again subtracted
from the time-series data and so on, until a suitable con-
vergence is achieved. The algorithm described here is very
similar to that for the M 33 observations by Komugi et al.
(2011), but with more emphasis on recovering the large-scale
structure.
The data reduction starts with the full pipeline rou-
tine that removes spikes and calibrates the data, and applies
principal component analysis (PCA) to filter out extended
emission that largely represents the earth’s atmosphere. In-
cluded with the software pipeline output were noise maps
that were created by the jack-knifing technique as described
in Komugi et al. (2011). Iterations or loops of the algo-
rithm, Flux Recovery Using Iterative Technique or FRUIT,
are then applied to the preliminary map in order to recover
the missing extended emission. The FRUITloops subtract a
preliminary map from the time-series data and a new map
is created from those data. The different iteration maps are
examined to find the latest iteration that is free of artefacts,
such as large patches of negative emission. This is usually
the final iteration of FRUITloops. If no iteration map is ac-
ceptable, then the parameter values used in the full pipeline
and FRUITloops are changed and those routines are run
again.
Estimating reasonable parameter values for a reliable
reconstruction of the image required creating simulated im-
ages. The map from the final iteration of FRUITloops was
subtracted from the time-stream data and an input test map
was then added into that time-stream. The test map for M 51
was the 24µm map of M 51 from Dale et al. (2009) and for
M 83 it was the 5 GHz map of M 83 from Neininger et al.
(1993). These test maps were placed on the same pixel grid
as the corresponding AzTEC maps and were convolved to
the 18′′ resolution of those maps. After being added into the
time-stream data (now more or less devoid of the AzTEC
detected astronomical flux), the data are processed through
the full pipeline and then FRUITloops. For each iteration of
FRUITloops the difference between the output map and the
input map is used to determine a reduced chi-square, χ2ν . If
the new simulation output map is acceptable, then the data
processing is re-run on the real data with the new parame-
ter values that were used in the latest simulation. The new
real-data map is removed from the time-stream data and
the simulations are run again. If, however, there are im-
age artefacts in the simulated maps or the χ2ν is too large,
then the parameter values used in the full pipeline and in
FRUITloops are changed and the simulation is re-run. This
process continues, going from simulations to real-data pro-
cessing and back again, until the real and simulated output
maps are free of artefacts and the χ2ν from the simulations
is around 1-2.
The final AzTEC maps were converted to units of
MJy · sr−1and smoothed to a final resolution of 20′′ so that
the final maps were less choppy. The conversion factor to
units of mJy · beam−1 is 8.63 for the original 18′′ beam.
With the help of the simulations, the optimum, or near-
optimum, parameter values were determined in the process-
ing of the M 51 and M 83 data sets. The simulations showed
a minimum χ2ν = 2.0 and χ
2
ν = 0.45 for M 51 and M 83, re-
spectively. The final map of noise levels, the sigma map, of
M 51 was scaled upward by
√
2 to account for the χ2ν that
was greater than unity. The large-scale emission was faith-
fully recovered with some minor problems for both galaxies.
By differencing the final output map with the initial input
map of the simulation, and scaling from simulation output
map to real output map, the large-scale surface brightness
of the real map was checked.
The simulations tell us that the AzTEC M 51 map un-
derestimates the true surface brightness at an average of
0.3MJy · sr−1, or the rms noise level for much of the map.
This has a trivial effect locally, but has a non-trivial effect
on the large scale. Accordingly, the offset determined here
was not added to the final M 51 map, but the simulation
input and output maps were still used to check any results
derived from the M 51 AzTEC map.
The case of M 83, however, was quite different. Aver-
aged over the entire central 12.2 kpc radius, the true surface
brightness is 0.05MJy ·sr−1or 0.25 σ lower than that of the
map. This correction is small enough that using the simula-
tion to correct the results derived for M 83 was unnecessary.
The input and output maps of simulations for M 83 were
also compared visually and no strong artefacts were found.
The final maps are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Compar-
isons with images at visible wavelengths are given in Fig-
ures 3 and 4.
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Figure 1. M 51 continuum map at wavelength 1.1 mm. The coordinates are epoch 2000.0. The solid white line contour levels are 0.6, 0.8,
0.9, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, ..., 3.8MJy · sr−1. The concentric ellipses represent distances in 1 kpc increments from the adopted centre position in
the plane of M 51 for its adopted distance. The dashed lines represent position angles relative to the major axis. See Table 1 for details.
The effective beam is shown in the lower left corner.
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Figure 2. M 83 continuum map at wavelength 1.1 mm. The coordinates are epoch 2000.0. The solid line contour levels are 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,
0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, ..., 7.2, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0, 11.0, 12.0MJy · sr−1. The concentric ellipses represent distances in 1 kpc increments from the
adopted centre position in the plane of M 83 for its adopted distance. The dashed lines represent position angles relative to the major
axis. See Table 1 for details. The effective beam is shown in the lower left corner.
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Figure 3. M 51 continuum map at wavelength 1.1 mm (white, dashed contours) is superposed on an image at visible wavelengths (Sloan
g-band, see Baillard et al. 2011) that has been smoothed to the resolution of the AzTEC observations. The solid white contour represents
the 25 mag · arcsec2 isophote. The effective beam is shown in the lower left corner.
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Figure 4. M 83 continuum map at wavelength 1.1 mm (white, dashed contours) is superposed on an image at visible wavelengths (R-
band, see Meurer et al. 2006) that has been smoothed to the resolution of the AzTEC observations. The solid white contour represents
the 25 mag · arcsec2 isophote. The effective beam is shown in the lower left corner.
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–34
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Table 2. Exponential Disk Scale-Lengths for Different Tracers a
Tracer M 51 M 83
Near-IR 1.8± 0.2 b,c 2.4± 0.4 d,e
CO J = 1→ 0 2.8± 0.1 c 2.9± 0.3 e
1.1 mm 7.3± 0.8 f 3.3± 0.3 f
a All scale-lengths in kiloparsecs for adopted distances given in
Table 1.
b 3.6µm.
c Regan (2006).
d 2.2µm.
e Lundgren et al. (2004).
f Excluding central 1.5 kpc radius for M 51 and 1.2 kpc radius for
M 83.
4 RESULTS
4.1 Surface Brightness Distribution and Flux
As is clearly seen in both Figures 1 and 2, both galaxies have
extended low-level emission in addition to two prominent
spiral arms. In the M 83 image, the structure visible within
a 1 kpc radius of the centre represents M 83’s bar. The total
derived fluxes are 5.6± 0.7 Jy for M 51 and 9.9± 1.4 Jy for
M 83. (See Appendix A for more details.) For the adopted
distances, the luminosity at 1.1 mm is Lν(1.1mm) = (4.7±
0.6)× 1029 erg · s−1 ·Hz−1 or νLν(1.1mm) = (3.1± 0.4)×
107 L for M 51. For M 83, these are Lν(1.1mm) = (2.4 ±
0.3)× 1029 erg · s−1 ·Hz−1 or νLν(1.1mm) = (1.7± 0.2)×
107 L.
On the large-scale, each galaxy possesses an exponential
disk, as is seen in Figures 5 and 6, where the non-trivial devi-
ations from the exponential fit represent the overlying spiral
structure. The exponential scale-lengths are given in Table 2
are given for different tracers of galactic structure, including
that from the current work. For M 83, the CO J = 1 → 0,
near-IR, and 1.1-mm continuum have scale-lengths that are
comparable to within 1- or 2-σ. For M 51, however, the
1.1 mm exponential disk is more than 5-σ larger than both
the stellar disk (as represented by the near-IR) and the disk
of CO J = 1 → 0 emission. Even excluding the correction
factor derived from the simulations would reduce this dif-
ference by very little. Meijerink et al. (2005) estimated a
scale-length for the dust from 850µm observations that is
consistent with 1.1-mm observations.
The 1.1 mm maps of M 51 and M 83 are very simi-
lar to their corresponding CO J = 1 → 0 and HI 21-cm
maps, as we can see in Figure 7. For example, the CO maps
of both galaxies are similar to that of the 1.1 mm contin-
uum out to a radius of about 6 kpc. Beyond that radius,
the millimetre-continuum emission extends further than the
CO J = 1 → 0 emission, especially in the northern arm of
M 51. That more extended emission is partly due to dust
associated with atomic gas. In M 83, there is a bridge of
millimetre-continuum emission extending out to 9′ or about
12 kpc from the nucleus to both the southeast and to the
northwest. This bridge is also seen in HI, but is shifted coun-
terclockwise in position-angle by about 15◦ with respect to
the millimetre-continuum bridge, where this shift is likely
an artefact of the missing large-scale HI emission in the in-
terferometer map.
Figure 5. The M 51 radial profile in the continuum at wavelength
1.1 mm. The natural logarithm of the 1.1 mm surface brightness
of the azimuthally averaged image is plotted against the galacto-
centric radius in kiloparsecs. The averages are determined within
concentric annuli where each annulus is 2 pixels wide (18′′ or
0.73 kpc). The solid line is a linear fit to the logarithms of the
surface brightnesses for radii outside of the central region (see
text for details).
Figure 6. The M 83 radial profile in the continuum at wavelength
1.1 mm. The natural logarithm of the 1.1 mm surface brightness
of the azimuthally averaged image is plotted against the galacto-
centric radius in kiloparsecs. The averages are determined within
concentric annuli where each annulus is 2 pixels wide (18′′ or
0.39 kpc). The solid lines are linear fits to the logarithms of the
surface brightnesses for radii inside and outside of the central
region (see text for details).
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Figure 7. CO J = 1 → 0 and HI maps are superposed on the corresponding 1.1 mm continuum maps of M 51 and M 83. The 1.1 mm
continuum map in each panel is represented by the dark contours with levels of 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2, ..., 3.8MJy · sr−1for
M 51 with the same sequence of levels for M 83, but with a maximum level of 5.0MJy · sr−1. The 1.1 mm spatial resolution is 20′′ in the
M 51 panels and 55′′ in the M 83 panels. In the M 51 CO (upper left) panel, the white contours and blue shading show the CO J = 1→ 0
emission convolved to a 20′′ resolution with contour levels of 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, ..., 76 K · km · s−1. In the M 51 HI panel, the
white contours and red/orange shading show the HI emission convolved to a 20′′ resolution with contour levels of 20, 80, 160, 240, 360,
480, ..., 1560 K · km · s−1. The M 83 CO panel displays the CO J = 1→ 0 image at a 55′′ resolution with the same sequence of contour
levels as for the M 51 image, but with 68 K · km · s−1 as the maximum level. The M 83 HI panel depicts the HI emission convolved to 55′′
resolution with white contours and red/orange shading; the contour levels are 60, 120, 240, 360, 480, ..., 1320 K · km · s−1. The lowest
contour level is roughly equivalent to 1σ for all maps in this figure.
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4.2 Surface Density Distribution and Mass
The 1.1 mm continuum surface-brightness maps of Figures 1
and 2 can be converted to maps of surface density, or col-
umn density, if the dust temperature is known at each posi-
tion. Hence, the AzTEC 1.1 mm maps were ratioed with the
Spitzer/MIPs 160µm, effectively 155.9µm, maps to yield
these temperatures. The derived column densities were cal-
ibrated against the HI gas column densities at those posi-
tions where molecular appears to not dominate. This ap-
proach was modified by removing upper outliers resulting
in the intermediate-κν case adopted for the current paper.
(See Appendix B for details.)
Figures 8 to 11 display the derived dust temperature
maps, the column density maps, and their radial profiles
for both M 51 and M 83. Both the radial Td profile of M 51
in Figure 9 and that of M 83 in Figure 11 have relatively
constant temperatures of ∼ 20-25 K out to a radius of 3-
4 kpc, a linear decline out to 15 kpc for M 51 and 9 kpc for
M 83, and then a more or less constant temperature of ∼
12K in the outer disk.
Foyle et al. (2012) had data at five wavelengths and
could produce maps of both dust temperature and β. The
apparently lower dust temperature in the spiral arms com-
pared to that of the interarm dust is merely an artefact
of not accounting for the spatial variation of β. In general,
the dust temperatures determined from the 1.1 mm data are
∼ 5 K lower than those determined from the shorter wave-
lengths of the HERSCHEL data. This suggests that the mil-
limetre continuum is sampling an additional component of
the dust. The dust mass derived in the current work, us-
ing their dust-to-gas mass ratio and dust mass absorption
coefficient (equivalent to our low-κν case) is a factor of 2.5
higher than their 4× 107M over the equivalent area. This
is roughly consistent with the lower Td values that we de-
rive. Also, based on the AzTEC/SPITZER data alone, the
area covered by the Foyle et al. (2012) map is sampling half
the dust and gas mass of M 83.
A similar comparison between the HERSCHEL M 51
observations (Cooper et al. 2012) and those of AzTEC yield
nearly identical masses (< 1% difference) for the Cooper et
al. (2012) NGC 5194 field, after adjusting to their adopted
distance, to the low-κν case, and to their gas-to-dust mass
ratio. Repeating this for their NGC 5195 field, however,
yields a disagreement of a factor of 4. This can be at least
partly attributed to the differences between their observed
dust temperatures and ours. They find Td ∼ 35K, whereas
we find Td ∼ 22K. These temperatures roughly correspond
to the AzTEC/SPITZER data yielding a dust mass that is
a factor of 4 higher. As was the case for M 83, the longer
wavelength AzTEC observations appear to be sampling an
additional component. Interestingly, this does not seem to
be the case for the NGC 5194 field, where agreement is very
tight. Also, based on the AzTEC/SPITZER data alone, the
area covered by the Cooper et al. (2012) map is sampling
one-third the dust and gas mass of M 51. If the constant-
offset correction determined from the simulations is not ap-
plied, then this one-third is a less extreme one-half.
Despite the differences found for each of the M 83 and
for the NGC 5195 fields, it must be emphasized that the
NGC 5194 field has the same mass for both data sets (after
applying the appropriate corrections mentioned previously);
this strongly suggests that the millimetre-wavelength data
are not always necessary for a reasonable dust mass estimate
and also that having only two continuum wavelengths will
give reasonable mass estimates (i.e. dust-inferred gas mass),
especially when calibrated against gas column densities.
It should also be mentioned that the companion galaxy,
NGC 5195, contributes very little to the total masses or
fluxes: ∼5%. Its presence can be largely ignored.
Figures 9 and 11 demonstrate detailed agreement to
within factors of about 2 between the spectral line derived
and continuum derived column densities out to a galacto-
centric radius of about 6 kpc for both galaxies. Beyond a
radius of about 8 kpc, the spectral line derived column den-
sities are a factor of 2 or more below those derived from the
continuum. This is possible evidence that the X-factor is
strongly rising in the outer disks of both galaxies, although
other explanations are not entirely ruled out. This will be
addressed in more detail in Sections 4.3 and 5.1.
The total mass of gas, Md(H), in M 51 out to a radius
of 13.6 kpc is 9.2×109M, including the correction given by
the simulations (or 6.6 × 109M without this correction).
For M 83, Mgas is 7.2× 109M out to a radius of 12.2 kpc.
For the adopted parameters (i.e., distance, intermediate-κν ,
etc.), the observed 1.1 mm flux and the derived mass imply
average dust temperatures of 19.4 K and 13.9 K for M 51 and
M 83, respectively. For both galaxies,
Md(H)
νLν(1.1mm)
= (3.6± 0.6)× 102M/L, (1)
where the uncertainty represents the range of values for this
sample of two. Using the abovementioned dust temperatures
and assuming β = 2.0, the Md(H)/νLν(500µm) is roughly
29± 8M/L. This is consistent with Groves et al. (2015),
who found that ratio to be 20-30M/L (as inferred from
their Table 8 for massive galaxies).
The continuum derived and spectral line derived masses
and a breakdown of gas masses in M 51 and M 83 as well as
a comparison between the two are given in Table 3.
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Figure 8. M 51 dust temperature map and H-nuclei column density map are shown in the left and right panels, respectively. The
coordinates are epoch 2000.0. Left Panel: The dust temperatures are those determined from the ratio of the Spitzer 156µm to AzTEC
1.1 mm intensity ratio. The coloured contours give the dust temperatures in 1 K steps from 8 K. The dark solid areas represent regions
where the signal-to-noise of the intensity ratio was less than unity. The white contours give the 1.1 mm intensities in MJy · sr−1for the
1.1 mm continuum map degraded to the 38′′ resolution of the 156µm map. The 1.1 mm contour levels are 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.4, 1.8,
2.2, 2.6, 3.0MJy · sr−1. Right Panel: These are gas column densities inferred from the dust-continuum emission (see text). The contour
levels are 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, ,..., 20.0 ×1020H-nuclei · cm−2. The tick marks point towards lower contour levels. The dark solid areas
correspond to those of the dust temperature map in the left panel.
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Figure 9. The M 51 radial profile of the 156µm/1.1 mm dust temperature and of the H-nuclei column densities, Nd(H), as inferred
from the dust continuum emission are shown in the left and right panels, respectively. The azimuthally averaged dust temperature and
column densities are plotted against the galactocentric radius in kiloparsecs. The averages are determined within concentric annuli where
each annulus is 2 pixels wide (18′′ or 0.73 kpc). The solid line in the left panel is a linear fit to radii from 3 to 16 kpc, where the dust
temperature has a linear decline of about 0.9K · kpc−1. The radial profile of the H-nuclei column densities is given in the right panel
above by the thick solid curve joining the data points. The thin solid line in the right panel is a linear fit to the column densities at radii
from 3 to 16 kpc, which corresponds to where the dust temperature has a linear decline. The diamonds represent the column densities
of H-nuclei in the molecular gas as inferred from CO J = 1 → 0 using a constant X-factor (see Section 4.3). The squares represent the
column densities of H-nuclei in the atomic gas as inferred from HI 21-cm emission. For both the CO and HI, the error bars are smaller
than the symbols. The dashed line gives the total gas column density as inferred from both CO and HI. Note that the additive correction
of 5.5× 1020H-nuclei · cm−2 was not applied to the Nd(H) points above.
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Figure 10. M 83 dust temperature map and H-nuclei column density map are shown in the left and right panels, respectively. The
coordinates are epoch 2000.0. Left Panel: The dust temperatures are those determined from the ratio of the Spitzer 156µm to AzTEC
1.1 mm intensity ratio. The coloured contours give the dust temperatures in 1 K steps from 9 K. The dark solid areas represent regions
where the signal-to-noise of the intensity ratio was less than unity. The white contours give the 1.1 mm intensities in MJy · sr−1for the
1.1 mm continuum map degraded to the 38′′ resolution of the 156µm map. The 1.1 mm contour levels are 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.4, 1.8,
2.2,..., 7.0MJy · sr−1. Right Panel: These are gas column densities inferred from the dust-continuum emission (see text). The contour
levels are 1, 2, 3, 4,..., 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 ×1020H-nuclei · cm−2. The tick marks point towards lower contour levels. The dark solid areas
correspond to those of the dust temperature map in the left panel.
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Figure 11. The M 83 radial profile of the 156µm/1.1 mm dust temperature and of the H-nuclei column densities, Nd(H), as inferred
from the dust continuum emission are shown in the left and right panels, respectively. The azimuthally averaged dust temperature is
plotted against the galactocentric radius in kiloparsecs. The averages are determined within concentric annuli where each annulus is 2
pixels wide (18′′ or 0.39 kpc). The solid line in the left panel is a linear fit to radii from 4 to 9 kpc, where the dust temperature has
a linear decline of about 1.7K · kpc−1. The radial profile of the H-nuclei column densities, Nd(H), is given in the right panel and is
represented by the thick solid curve joining the data points. The diamonds represent the column densities of H-nuclei in the molecular
gas as inferred from CO J = 1→ 0 using a constant X-factor (see Section 4.3). The squares represent the the column densities of H-nuclei
in the atomic gas as inferred from HI 21-cm emission. For both the CO and HI, the error bars are comparable to or smaller than the
symbols. The dashed line gives the total gas column density as inferred from both CO and HI.
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Table 3. Gas Masses a in M 51 and M 83.
M 51 M 83
Md(H)
b 9.2× 109 7.2× 109
M(H2) c 1.7× 109 d 1.4× 109 e
M(HI) 1.8× 109 2.2× 109
M(H2) +M(HI) 3.5× 109 3.6× 109
M(H2)+M(HI)
Md(H)
0.4 0.5
a All masses in M.
b Total gas mass as inferred from dust continuum emission.
c Molecular gas mass as inferred from the CO J = 1→ 0 line.
d Using XF = 0.8X20 for M 51, see Section 4.3.
e Using XF = 1.0X20 for M 83, see Section 4.3.
Table 4. Mean a X-Factor Estimates b in M 51 and M 83
M 51 M 83
0.8c 1.0
a The 1/σ2-weighted means of the XF map and only for the inner
7 kpc radius. Uncertainty of about ±50%.
b In units of X20 or 1020H2 · cm−2 · ( K · km · s−1).
c Includes the correction determined from the simulations.
4.3 X-Factor
Maps of the X-factor, XF , are computed from the data,
the details of which are given in Appendix C. The X-factor
maps of Figures 12 and 14 reveal spatial variations within
the inner 7 kpc radius of both galaxies. The X-factor in M 51
is on average larger in the interarm regions than in the arms
by factors of roughly 2 or more. This is less obvious in M 83
where the spatial resolution is lower (55′′ due to the CO
map), but is also roughly the case.
The radial profiles of XF as seen in Figures 13 and 15
show that XF does not vary radially by more than a factor of
2 within the central 7 kpc radius. In M 51, such variations are
consistent with a constant value for the inner 7 kpc radius to
within the errors. In contrast, XF varies significantly within
the central 3 kpc radius of M 83: the ratio of the XF at the
bar ends to that in the central “plateau” is 0.50 ± 0.04,
significantly different from unity. Even in the extreme low-
and high-κν cases, these results are little changed.
The X-factor maps of both M 51 and M 83 hint at spiral
structure. Applying the Fourier spiral analysis mentioned in
Section 4.5 to these X-factor maps yields a two-armed spiral
structure with a phase shift of roughly 90◦ with respect to
the main spiral arms for both galaxies, meaning that the
interarm/arm XF ratios for M 51 and M 83 are greater than
unity with values 2.5 and 1.5, respectively. These numbers
apply only for the inner 8 kpc and inner 6 kpc radii for M 51
and M 83, respectively. The uncertainties of these ratios is
about 35% for M 51 and 10% for M 83. In the extreme low-
and high-κν cases, the inferred interarm/arm ratios are the
same to within the uncertainties.
The CO J = 1 → 0 maps are noisy beyond galacto-
centric radii of about 7 to 8 kpc. Consequently, we are only
able to compute rough lower limits for XF in the outer disks
of M 51 and M 83. (See Appendix C for details.) For M 51,
even in the high-κν (low-κν) case, the lower limits to XF are
roughly 1 to 30X20 (7 to 10
3X20) depending on the radius
in the outer disk. For M 83, even in the high-κν (low-κν)
case, these rough lower limits to XF are 0.3 to 20X20 (2 to
600X20). This is a strong hint that something unusual might
be occurring in the gas or dust (or both) of the outer disks of
M 51 and M 83 regardless of the assumed value for the dust
mass-absorption coeffient. See Section 5.1 for details.
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Figure 12. M 51 XF map is shown with contour levels 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,..., 2.0, 4.0, 6.0,..., 14.0 X20. The dotted contours are the 1.1 mm
surface brightness with levels of 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.4, 1.8,..., 3.0MJy · sr−1.
Figure 13. The M 51 radial profile of the X-factor. The azimuthally averaged X-factor is plotted against the galactocentric radius in
kiloparsecs. The averages are determined within concentric annuli where each annulus is 2 pixels wide (18′′ or 0.73 kpc). Note that the
23% upward correction to the above X-factor values determined from the simulations has not been applied.
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4.4 Star Formation versus Gas Surface Density
Now we examine the variation of the star formation rate
(SFR) surface density with the gas and dust surface den-
sity tracers. (See Appendices D and E for details in pro-
ducing and comparing such surface density maps.) The
plots of the surface densities of SFR versus gas are dis-
played in Figure 16. All that figure’s panels, except the
upper right, reveal an apparent gas surface density thresh-
old of about 15M · pc−2 at which the SFR surface den-
sity rises nearly two orders of magnitude from ∼ 10−4 to
∼ 10−2M · yr−1 · kpc−2. Above this threshold, the SFR
surface density follows a power-law rise with slopes of 2.5 to
2.9 for column densities inferred from continuum and with
slopes of 1.2 to 1.6 for column densities inferred from spec-
tral lines.
These superlinear slopes are consistent with the inside-
out star-formation scenario inferred for spiral galaxies by
other means (e.g., Gonza´lez Delgado et al. 2014). In addi-
tion, the surface density threshold of ∼ 15M · pc−2 visible
in most of the panels is roughly consistent with the thresh-
old of ∼ 10M · pc−2 determined from the simulations of
Clark & Glover (2014). The simulations of Dobbs (2015)
suggest a similar threshold in their Figure 11.
Bigiel et al. (2008) also examined the star-formation
law in external galaxies. Their fit using Hα line and 24µm
data had a slope of 1.18. This is comparable to the slope of
1.23 ± 0.01 for the corresponding plot of the current work.
The current work shows us that the slope changes yet again
– to 2.47 ± 0.05 – when using continuum emission and the
HI line as a tracer of the molecular gas, i.e, ΣSFR versus
[Σd(gas)−ΣHI ]. A similar difference in slopes between that
for ΣSFR versus ΣH2 and that for ΣSFR versus [Σd(gas)−
ΣHI ] is seen for M 83. These varying numerical values of
the slope and how they may or may not affect the physical
interpretation of the relationship between the star formation
and the gas will be discussed further in Section 5.2.
More insights into star formation are provided by nor-
malizing the SFR surface density to that of the molecu-
lar gas, producing what is often called the star formation
efficiency (SFE). Images of the ΣSFR divided by molecu-
lar gas surface density tracers, either (Σd(gas) − ΣHI) or
2XF I(CO), are given in Figures 17 and 18. The yellow area
surrounding much of the ΣSFR/ΣH2 image of M 51 in the
upper right panel suggests a very high star formation rate
per unit gas mass in M 51’s outer disk. But this is nothing
more than an artefact due to using a constant and artificially
low XF rather than a higher, and likely more realistic, XF
for this outer area of the disk. The top image in Figure 5 of
Foyle et al. (2010) is that of their SFE of M 51 and the same
artefact appears in the form of the white patches on the
outer edges of the image. (These white patches also appear
in the outer edges of the images of the other two galaxies,
NGC 628 and NGC 6946, in that figure.)
Whether or not spiral structure is visible in Figures 17
and 18 is important for determining whether the spiral arms
enhance the SFR beyond the corresponding enhancement in
the gas surface density due to the arms. Applying spiral
arm decomposition to the images using the dust-continuum
derived surface densities yields arm/interarm ratios of 1.3
and 2.0 for M 51 and M 83, respectively. For the M 51 im-
age using CO as the molecular gas tracer (right panel), the
SFR normalized to the gas surface density is higher between
the arms with interarm/arm ratio of 2.4. For M 83, this is
1.0. These ratios suggest some mild effect on the SFR due
to the spiral arms, but with the SFR normalized to surface
densities from the continuum tracer suggesting an opposite
effect to that suggested by the SFR normalized to the sur-
face densities from CO. These apparently opposing effects
are reconcilable when one considers the spatial variations of
τνd/N(H) and of XF as discussed in Section 5.2.
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Figure 14. M 83 XF map is shown with contour levels 0.4, 0.6, 0.8,..., 5.2X20. The dotted contours are the 1.1 mm surface brightness
with levels of 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.4, 1.8,..., 5.0MJy · sr−1.
Figure 15. The M 83 radial profile of the X-factor. The azimuthally averaged X-factor is plotted against the galactocentric radius in
kiloparsecs. The averages are determined within concentric annuli where each annulus is 3 pixels wide (27′′ or 0.59 kpc).
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Figure 16. The logarithm of the star formation rate (SFR) surface density is plotted against that from a tracer of gas surface density in
each of the four panels for M 51 (upper) and for M 83 (lower). In the first two panels for each row, the gas surface densities are determined
from the dust continuum. In the last two panels for each row, these surface densities are determined from gas spectral lines only. The
column densities in the first and third panels of each row are from tracers of the total gas (molecular + atomic) surface density and
those in the second and fourth panels are from tracers of molecular gas surface density only. The linear fits are to the points where the
log10[ΣSFR(M · yr−1 · kpc−2)] > −2.0. The value of the fitted slope and the reduced chi-square of the fit appear in the upper left of
each panel.
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Figure 17. Maps of the SFR normalized to the molecular gas surface density — sometimes called the star formation “efficiency” — are
shown for M 51. The left panel has the SFR normalized to the the difference between the continuum-derived gas surface density, Σd(gas),
and the surface density of atomic gas, ΣHI . The right panel is the SFR normalized to the molecular gas surface density estimated from
the adopted X-factor applied to the CO J = 1 → 0 surface brightness. The contour levels for the blue through green through yellow
shaded areas for the left panel are 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, ..., 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.25, 12.5, 18.75, 25.0Gyr−1. The contours of the
right panel are those of the left panel scaled by 0.4. The red contours in both panels are the 1.1 mm continuum surface brightnesses for
M 51 with levels 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2, 2.6, 3.0, 3.4, 3.8MJy · sr−1.
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Figure 18. Maps of the SFR normalized to the molecular gas surface density are shown for M 83. The left panel has the SFR normalized
to the the difference between the continuum-derived gas surface density, Σd(gas), and the surface density of atomic gas, ΣHI . The right
panel is the SFR normalized to the molecular gas surface density estimated from the adopted X-factor applied to the CO J = 1 → 0
surface brightness. The contour levels for the blue through green through yellow shaded areas for the left panel are 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, ...,
0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.25, 12.5, 18.75, 25.0Gyr−1. The contours of the right panels are those of the left panel scaled by 0.4.
The red contours in both panels are the 1.1 mm continuum surface brightnesses for M 83 with levels 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2,
2.6, 3.0, 3.4, 3.8, 4.2, 4.6, 5.0, 5.4, 5.8, 6.2, 6.6, 7.0MJy · sr−1.
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4.5 Spiral Structure Fourier Analysis
Given that the large-scale structure of M 51 and M 83 has
been reliably recovered according to the simulations, it is
worthwhile to examine the spiral structure of both galaxies.
Hence, a two-dimensional Fourier analysis on the basis of
logarithmic spirals (Kalnajs, A. 1975; Conside`re & Athanas-
soula 1988; Puerari & Dottori 1992; Block & Puerari 1999)
was conducted on different images of both M 51 and M 83,
thereby allowing tests of the spiral structure.
One obvious test is to see whether the spiral structure
observed in visible (or nearly visible) light, due to stars, is
the same as that observed in the millimetre continuum, due
to dust (and its associated gas). Accordingly, the spiral-arm
analysis mentioned above is applied to an R-band image of
M 511 and an I-band image of M 832, as well as the AzTEC
1.1-mm image. Figure 19, for example, shows that the power
spectrum in M 51 for the m = 2 (i.e. two-arm) spiral pattern
is identical, to within the uncertainties, between the R-band
and the 1.1 mm continuum M 51. However, the power spec-
trum in Figure 20 for M 83 reveals a noticeable difference
between the spiral structure in the 1.1 mm image and that
in the I-band image; only a hint of a small bar is discernible
in the former image, whereas a more prominent bar adorns
the latter image. Further analysis finds that the visible (or
near visible) light and 1 mm continuum spirals are not off-
set from each other. Accordingly, this suggests that the stars
and gas are also not offset from each other in the spiral arms.
Other tests of spiral structure are applied to the X-
factor and to the star formation rate surface density normal-
ized to the gas surface density, ΣSFR/Σgas or ΣSFR/ΣH2.
The results of these tests are presented in Figures 21 and 22
for M 51 and M 83, respectively, which display the results of
this Fourier analysis for the 1.1 mm continuum images, the
X-factor maps, and the maps of the SFR normalized to the
molecular gas surface density, where that surface density is
determined from the continuum and HI for the “SFA” panel
and determined from CO for the “SFAG” panel. Clearly the
higher values for both the X factor, and the SFAG images
are found in the interarm region, and the spiral structure
have almost the same pitch angle as the main AzTEC arms.
For the SFA images, the pitch angle is a bit smaller, but it
is in phase with the arms we detect in the AzTEC image.
These results are similar between M 51 and M 83.
We have used the detected positions of the arms in the
AzTEC images of M 51 and M 83, and calculated the arm-to-
interarm ratios of the processed images. These are presented
in Table 5. The arm-to-interarm ratios are for the inner disks
of both galaxies — galactocentric radii of 1.8-5.5 kpc and
1.0-2.9 kpc for M 51 and M 83, respectively. These radii were
chosen for consistency with the X-factor maps. Most of the
numerical values listed in Table 5 are within a factor of 2 of
unity. The spiral arms seen in the 1.1 mm continuum have
ratio values that are comparable to those seen in red light
or I-band. The arm/interarm values of the X-factor images
indicate that the X-factor is higher in the interarm regions,
where those interarm regions are defined as those in the mil-
limetre continuum and in the I and R bands (i.e., between
the dust and stellar arms).
1 See http : //ned.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/ex refcode?refcode = 1994DSS...1...0000%3A for M 51.
2 See http : //ned.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/ex refcode?refcode = 2000ApJS..131..441K for M 83.
Figure 19. Fourier transform results for the logarithmic spiral
in the 1.1 mm and R-band images of M 51. The power spectrum
for the m = 2 spiral is shown for both images as a function of p,
which is a measure of the pitch angle (i.e., the p is related to pitch
angle, P , by p = −m cot(P )). The main peak of each spectrum
gives very similar pitch angles for both the 1.1 mm (P = 18◦) and
R-band (P = 20◦) images .
Figure 20. Similar to Figure 19, Fourier transform results for the
logarithmic spiral in the 1.1 mm and I-band images of M 83. The
power spectrum for the m = 2 spiral is shown for both images as a
function of p. For this galaxy, in the radial range being analyzed,
the I image is dominated by the oval/bar distortion. This power-
spectrum shows a clear peak at p = 0 (P = 90◦).
Similar to the X-factor, the SFAG map is higher be-
tween the arms than in the arms, at least for M 51. Given
that the SFAG map was computed from the X-factor, it
is not surprising that both X-factor and SFAG maps have
this quirk in the arm-to-interarm ratio. Compensating the
arm/interarm ratio of SFAG for that of the X-factor sug-
gests that the “true” arm-to-interarm ratio is above unity.
Indeed, that is confirmed in the SFA map, which is the SFR
surface brightness normalized to the molecular gas surface
density determined from the continuum and the HI line and,
as a result, the SFA map is independent of the X-factor.
Taken at face value, this suggests that star formation
is more “efficient” in the arms than in the interarms, in the
sense that the star formation rate in the arms is enhanced
beyond that expected from simply having more gas and dust
surface density in the arms. However, the values of the arm-
to-interarm ratios presented here are subject to systematic
effects. See Section 5.2 for more discussion of this. In any
event, even if real, this enhancement is less than a factor of
2 or even 1.5.
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Figure 21. Fourier transform results overplotted on the radius versus theta images for M 51. Upper left: AzTEC image; upper right, X
factor; bottom left, SFAG image; bottom right SFA image. The radius in each panel is in kiloparsecs. Theta is in degrees, where zero is
for the west and increases anticlockwise. The minimum to maximum radii in which we conduct the 2D Fourier analysis are 1.8 to 4.4 kpc.
The thin blue lines in the four panels represent the spiral structure we detect in the AzTEC image (pitch angle of 18 degrees). The
thick black lines represent the bisymmetrical structure we detect on all images. As clearly seen, the spirals of the X factor and SFAG
images (both with pitch angle of 17 degrees) are rotated with respect to the AzTEC image. This means that the the X factor and SFAG
images have higher values in the interarm regions. The spiral structure we detect on the SFA image has a smaller pitch angle (around
13 degrees), but it is in phase with the AzTEC arms.
Figure 22. Fourier transform results overplotted on the radius versus theta images for M 83. Upper left: AzTEC image; upper right, X
factor; bottom left, SFAG image; bottom right SFA image. The radius in each panel is in kiloparsecs. Theta is in degrees, where zero
is for the west and increases anticlockwise. The minimum to maximum radii in which the 2D Fourier analysis is carried out are 1.0 to
3.0 kpc. The thin blue lines in the four panels represent the spiral structure we detect in the AzTEC image (pitch angle of 48 degrees).
The thick black lines represent the bisymmetrical structure we detect on all images. The spirals of the X factor has a pitch angle of 31
degrees, which is similar to that of 36-degree pitch angle of the SFAG image. The pitch angle of the SFA image is 53 degrees. As found
for M 51, the X-factor and SFAG spirals are rotated with respect to the AzTEC image, again yielding higher values in the interarm
regions.
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Table 5. Spiral Arm-to-Interarm Ratios in the Inner Disksa of
M 51 and M 83
Image M 51 M 83
Visibleb 1.3 1.5
1.1 mm 1.7 1.4
X-Factor 0.4 0.7
SFAc 1.3 2.0
SFAGd 0.4 1.0
a For galactocentric radii of 1.8-5.5 kpc and 1.0-2.9 kpc for M 51
and M 83, respectively.
b In red light for M 51 and I-band for M 83.
c The star formation surface density map normalized to the
molecular gas surface density determined from the continuum and
the HI line.
d The star formation surface density map normalized to the
molecular gas surface density determined from the CO J = 1→ 0
line and the X-factor.
5 DISCUSSION
Maps of M 51 and M 83 were made in the 1.1 mm continuum
from observations with the instrument AzTEC with the
JCMT . Combining with these maps with the corresponding
Spitzer 160µm (or, more properly, 155.9µm) maps gave es-
timates of the gas surface densities in these two galaxies (see
Appendix B and B1 for a detailed discussion). With these
gas surface density maps, spatial variations of the X-factor
were estimated. In addition, we investigated the relation-
ship between the gas surface density and that of the star
formation rate. These are dealt with in more detail below.
5.1 The X-Factor, its Spatial Variations, and
CO-Dark Gas
The most important results of this work regarding the X-
factor are the following:
(i) The average X-factor for each galaxy can be estimated
from the current observations, even if crudely. Those average
values are ∼ 0.8 and ∼ 1.0X20 for M 51 and M 83, respec-
tively.
(ii) The X-factor is higher in the interarm regions than in
the arms.
(iii) There seems to be CO-dark gas that resides mostly
in the outer disks of both M 51 and M 83.
The latter two results are robust to a range of adopted
τνd/N(H) values.
The variation of the X-factor spatially and from source
to source could be due, in part, to variations in metallic-
ity. Theoretical work using the observational data also sup-
port a dependence of XF on metallicity (e.g., Narayanan et
al. 2012; Lagos et al. 2012). In contrast, Sandstrom et al.
(2013) do not find a strong correlation of XF with metal-
licity. However, their sample only had a metallicity range
of 0.5-0.8 dex within factors of 3 of solar. The irregular
galaxies observed by Israel and others (e.g., see Israel 1988;
Dettmar & Heithausen 1989; Israel 1997,a; Madden et al.
1997; Fukui et al. 1999) typically had metallicities much
less than solar, sometimes only a few percent of solar, and
found X-factors an order-of-magnitude or more higher than
the standard value. So a strong XF -metallicity relation may
exist for galaxies with strongly sub-solar metallicities. For
galaxies with roughly solar metallicities, while metallicity
alone is apparently insufficient in constraining XF , it is still
relevant. For example, using the data points for NGC4321
from the left panel of Figure 10 in Sandstrom et al. (2013)
yields a correlation coeffient of −0.6. This suggests that each
galaxy has its own XF -metallicity relationship.
Given that sub-solar metallicities imply larger X-
factors, perhaps the interarm regions of M 51 and M 83 have
sub-solar metallicities, while being at solar-level in their
arms 3. The models of Narayanan et al. (2012), as well as
their Figure 1, suggest that the metallicity in the interarm
regions would be systematically lower by a factor of ∼2-3 in
order to increase XF by a factor of 2 with respect to that in
the spiral arms (see their equation #8). While observations
of metallicity in the ISM of M 51 and M 83 apparently do
not support such a systemically lower metallicity between
their spiral arms (see Bresolin et al. 2004, 2009), they also
do not rule it out: such observations are toward HII regions
and are heavily biased toward the spiral arms.
This could, in turn, affect the results of studies of the ef-
fects of the spiral arms on star formation. Foyle et al. (2010),
for example, looked at whether the SFR normalized to the
molecular gas surface density is higher in the spiral arms of
three galaxies. They adopted a spatially constant X-factor,
which, to within a factor of 2, is likely correct. This will be
discussed further in Section 5.2.
The modelling by Narayanan et al. (2012) mentioned
above suggests that the X-factor depends mainly on the
metallicity of the gas in a galaxy and, to a lesser extent,
on the average CO surface brightness. Using the roughly
solar metallicities of M 51 and M 83 (see Bresolin et al.
2004, 2009), the observed CO brightnesses from the data
used here, and applying expression (8) of Narayanan et al.
(2012) yields XF ' 3X20 for M 51 and XF ' 3 to 6X20 for
M 83; this is much higher than the observed values found
in the current work. Admittedly, our estimates are uncer-
tain by factors of about 2. Nevertheless, our estimate of
XF ' 0.8X20 for M 51 agrees with the result of Nakai &
Kuno (1995) who find XF = 0.9 ± 0.1X20 from using the
observed extinction in HII regions. Accordingly, the theoret-
ical models need further adjustments.
As mentioned previously, there is evidence that adopt-
ing a spatially constant X-factor does not account for CO-
dark gas. For example, Table 3 suggests that about half the
total gas mass is unaccounted for when using the CO J =
1→ 0 and HI 21-cm spectral lines (see Section 4.3 and Ap-
pendix B1). If we adopt a threshold for CO-dark gas that
corresponds to an XF that is a factor of 4 higher than the
average for each galaxy, then some of the edges of the shaded
regions of Figures 12 and 14 indicate such gas. It is worth
noting that these edges are well within the boundaries of the
CO maps.
Of course, possible alternative interpretations for the
high X-factor or its high lower limits are not entirely ruled
out. These include the following:
3 Parkin et al. (2013), however, find that the FUV flux and molec-
ular gas density are the same for arm and interarm regions in
M 51. Whether this implies the same metallicity in both regions
is unclear.
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• An extended low surface brightness artifact in the
1.1 mm continuum maps of M 51 and M 83.
• Insufficient mapping of CO J = 1→ 0 in the outer disks
of these galaxies.
• Dust with unusual properties such as unusually high
dust-mass absorption coefficient (i.e., κν) and/or a high
dust-to-gas mass ratio.
• Optically thick HI 21-cm emission.
Each of the above could mimic the presence of CO-dark gas.
The first alternative is unlikely given that the simulations of
the AzTEC 1.1 mm observations have accurately accounted
for any constant offsets in the M 51 and M 83 maps. The
second alternative is unlikely because there is evidence for
such CO-dark gas seen at radii well within the boundaries of
the existing CO maps, as mentioned previously. The third
alternative is unlikely because having a combination of high
κν and high xd would not be sufficient for positions with XF
two orders of magnitude larger.
The fourth alternative is a partly valid explanation for
CO-dark gas in our Galaxy according to the Planck Col-
laboration (2011a). They estimated that up to half of the
dark gas could be due to optically thick HI 21-cm emission.
Even if that were the case for M 51 and M 83, it would not
account for lower limits to XF that are one or two orders of
magnitude higher than the average inner disk value.
In short, none of the alternatives mentioned above are
likely to entirely rule out CO-dark gas. Nevertheless, these
alternatives themselves are not entirely ruled out either and
could partly account for some of the high X-factor values
inferred. In any event, more and deeper mapping of CO and
other gas tracers of the outer disks of these galaxies is es-
sential for understanding the nature of the dust and gas at
these large galactocentric radii.
The existence of CO-dark gas in our Galaxy has been
known for a while (see Reach et al. 1998, and references
therein) and has been confirmed recently by the Planck
Collaboration (2011a). They find XF = 2.5 ± 0.1X20 for
our Galaxy. Also, as mentioned previously there is much
additional evidence for such gas in the Galaxy and external
galaxies (see, e.g., Israel 1997,a; Baes et al. 2014; Clark et al.
2012; Langer et al. 2014; Pineda et al. 2014; Roman-Duval
et al. 2010; Saintonge et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2014). So it
is quite likely that there is CO-dark gas in both M 51 and
M 83. Indeed, the current observations suggest that such gas
is present in the outer disks of both M 51 and M 83. The CO-
dark gas could account for as much as half of the total gas
mass, although the alternative interpretations given above
could reduce that fraction by roughly 50%.
5.2 The Relationship between the Star Formation
Rate and the Gas Surface Density
In Section 4.4, we examined how the SFR varied with the
gas surface density in a number of ways. Comparing between
the continuum and spectral line tracers given in Figure 16,
all show higher slopes for the continuum tracers than for
the spectral-line tracers. Figures 9 and 11 illustrate that the
continuum-derived radial profile of the gas surface density
is flatter than that for the spectral-line derived gas surface
for large galactocentric radii. Having a smaller range of gas
surface densities will naturally increase the slope in the SFR
versus gas surface density plots.
Even though Bigiel et al. (2008) used far-UV and 24µm
data to estimate the SFR, whereas we used Hα and 24µm,
that is unlikely to account for the difference between their
fitted slopes and ours; their Figure 9 makes such a compari-
son and the difference in fitted slopes between the two SFR
tracers is 10% or less. So if differences in SFR tracers cannot
explain the difference between the slope obtained by Bigiel
et al. (2008) and those obtained in the current work, then
it must be the difference in gas surface density tracer. The
continuum tracer used here gives slopes of ∼ 2.5, which is
consistent with the eyeball inspection of the far upper right
panel of Figure 8 of Foyle et al. (2012) for the inner ∼ 6 kpc
radius of M 83.
Estimation of gas surface or column densities is prob-
lematic because, as exemplified in the current work, different
tracers can yield different results. There are systematics that
affect the column density estimates using CO J = 1 → 0
and different systematics when using infrared and millime-
tre continuum. These systematics yield the differing slopes
and also the observed scatter, which is sometimes quite large
with reduced chi-square as high as ∼ 40 to 70. This scatter
is partly intrinsic, because the SFR depends on more phys-
ical conditions than on just column density. But systematic
errors in estimating surface densities also play a role. Correc-
tions applied systematically to those errors would represent
a smooth gradient with galactocentric radius and not simply
corrections to a few individual points. For example, observa-
tions have inferred X-factor values that are factors of about 5
or more lower than the standard value (e.g., Rickard & Blitz
1985; Israel 1988; Wall et al. 1993; Regan 2000; Paglione et
al. 2001) in the centres of external galaxies as well as in
the central region of our own Galaxy (Sodroski et al. 1995;
Dahmen et al. 1997, 1998). But these centres only repre-
sent the central few hundred parsec radii and would thus
represent very few points in the plots of Figure 16. Only
a large, smooth gradient in parameters like the X-factor or
τνd/N(H) would change the slope uniformly in those plots,
and there is no evidence for such.
Nevertheless, there is evidence of a weak dependence
of the X-factor on the SFR. Clark & Glover (2015) ex-
plored this possibility with their physical models of molecu-
lar clouds, finding that XF ∝ ΣγSFR with γ ' 0.5. The sys-
tematically different power-law indices for the dust tracers
from those for the gas tracers are reconcilable by adopting
that relationship between XF and ΣSFR. The computation
of Appendix F yields γ = −0.38 and −0.25 for M 51 and
M 83, respectively. These have uncertainties of 3-4% and are
thus significantly different from that of the models of Clark
& Glover (2015). These are more consistent with the models
of Narayanan et al. (2012)(see Clark & Glover 2015). That
the M 51 and M 83 γ values are significantly different from
each other argues that there is no universal relationship be-
tween XF and ΣSFR. This is not surprising given that both
of those quantities have complex dependences on the physi-
cal structure within the molecular gas.
The value of the slope of the surface densities of SFR
versus those of the molecular gas is an indication of the
large-scale evolution of a galaxy. As briefly alluded to previ-
ously, following the “stream” of points in each of the panels
of Figure 16 from low to high surface densities is equivalent
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to travelling from large to small galactocentric radii. The
ΣSFR/ΣH2 (or alternatively ΣSFR/[Σd(gas) − ΣHI ]) ratio
is really the inverse depletion time of the molecular gas. For
slope = 1, ΣSFR/ΣH2 = constant and the gas is depleted
uniformly throughout a galaxy, as pointed out by Bigiel et
al. (2008) and found by them and Leroy et al. (2013) . How-
ever, all the panels of Figure 16 have slopes > 1, strongly
supporting an inside-out depletion of molecular gas in both
M 51 and M 83.
The panels of Figures 17 and 18 yield molecular gas de-
pletion times from their centres out to radii of about 8 kpc
for M 51 and 6 kpc for M 83. For M 51, the continuum trac-
ers give molecular gas depletion times of about 1.2 Gyr in
the centre to 20 Gyr in the outer disk and, with the CO line
tracer, these times are 0.8 to 2.5 Gyr. For M 83, the contin-
uum tracers suggest depletion times of about 0.7 Gyr in the
centre to 10 Gyr in the outer disk and, again for CO, these
times are about 0.4 to 5 Gyr. This inside-out evolution of the
star formation in the disks of galaxies is supported by the
visible-light observations of Gonza´lez Delgado et al. (2014).
At radii from about 8 kpc to 11 kpc for M 51, the molec-
ular gas depletion times at these radii extend by nearly two
orders of magnitude higher than the 20 Gyr estimate for
galactocentric radius of 8 kpc. For M 83, this extension of
the gas depletion time occurs for radii slightly beyond 6 kpc
and is by about 1.5 orders of magnitude.
Figures 17 and 18 are equivalent to Figure 5 of Foyle
et al. (2010), displaying the inverse depletion times of the
molecular gas in the form of images of entire galaxies. Those
images in the current paper (and, to some extent, those of
Foyle et al. 2010) are suggestive of spiral structure. Such
spiral structure implies an enhancement of the SFR due to
the spiral arms beyond that of arms simply collecting and
compressing gas and dust. Accordingly, we subjected these
images to spiral arm Fourier analysis and found only a weak
spiral structure with arm/interarm ratios usually within fac-
tors of 2 of unity. The right panels were found to have a spi-
ral structure with high interarm values of ΣSFR/ΣH2 and
lower arm values, which is corrected when accounting for
the higher interarm XF (see Section 4.3). In contrast, the
left panels were found to have a spiral structure with high
ΣSFR/[Σd(gas) − ΣHI ] on the arms and lower values be-
tween the arms; the arm/interarm ratios are 1.3 for M 51
and 2.0 for M 83. These arm/interarm ratios are at least
partly explained by the higher τνd/N(H) between the arms
than in the arms (see Appendix B1)— 18% higher for M 51
and 8% higher for M 83.
So, conservatively speaking, even the continuum tracer
in our work confirms the work of Foyle et al. (2010) that
spiral arms only enhance the star formation rate because of
increasing the surface density of gas and dust with no addi-
tional enhancement. The uncertainties in the current work
do not permit completely ruling out such an enhancement,
but suggest that any such enhancement would be small (i.e.,
a factor of <∼ 2). That enhancement, should it be real, could
be accounted for by orbit-crowding in the spiral arms rais-
ing the inverse depletion time of the gas in those arms (e.g.
Moore et al. 2012).
One key question is whether the conclusions are still
valid if the diffuse emission is removed (Foyle et al. 2013).
But the lower spatial resolution of the gas tracer observa-
tions impede determination of the surface densities associ-
ated only with the star-forming regions. So a surface-density
versus surface-density plot is difficult to create (see Foyle et
al. 2013), making comparison in the context of much previ-
ous work difficult. Removing the diffuse emission might still
result in the slope of the log(SFR surface density) versus
log(gas surface density) still being higher when a dust-
continuum tracer is used in place of a gas-line tracer (see
Figure 16), due to the CO-dark gas not traced by spectral
lines or maybe due to XF varying with the SFR. Also, the
inside-out galactic-scale evolution of star formation, as in-
dicated by the superlinear slopes, is likely still valid due to
the support of independent work (Gonza´lez Delgado et al.
2014).
Shetty et al. (2013) use hierarchical Bayesian linear re-
gression on the observational data, finding that no one S-K
relation holds for all galaxies. This is consistent with the cur-
rent work where no one power-law applies to either M 51 or
M 83. Indeed, any simple power-law fit is inapplicable given
the poor quality of fits in Figure 16. Not only are there dif-
ferent slopes in different galaxies, but there are also different
offsets, particularly in post-starburst galaxies (see French et
al. 2015). And, if no one such relation holds for all galaxies,
then the S-K relation does not represent a universal phys-
ical law of star formation (see Lada et al. 2013). Perhaps
the S-K relation for a disk galaxy is a measure of how the
inverse depletion time of the molecular gas varies radially in
that disk galaxy (e.g., inside-out or outside-in star forma-
tion), which, in turn, is affected by the many properties of,
and processes in, the disk of that particular galaxy (see, for
example Meidt et al. 2013; Hughes et al. 2013; Schinnerer
et al. 2013; Colombo et al. 2014).
6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The spiral galaxies M 51 and M 83 were observed with the
bolometer array AzTEC on the JCMT in the 1.1 mm con-
tinuum at 20′′ spatial resolution. The extended emission,
including the interarm emission and exponential disks, was
faithfully recovered in the final maps out to galactocentric
radii of more than 12 kpc for both galaxies. This was ver-
ified by simulations that show that only small corrections
are necessary for the M 51 image and negligible corrections
for that of M 83. The 1.1 mm-continuum fluxes are 5.6± 0.7
and 9.9±1.4 Jy for M 51 and M 83, respectively. The uncer-
tainties are largely due to that of the calibration.
These images were combined with the 160µm image of
Spitzer to obtain dust temperatures and column densities.
This approach was adopted, rather than using dust models,
for two reasons. One reason was to have an independent test
of the models (see Groves et al. 2015). The other reason is
that multi-wavelength far-IR data at the long wavelengths
(i.e. λ>∼ 100µm) at which the bulk of the dust mass radiates
is not available for the outer disks of M 51 and M 83, other
than the 160µm data of Spitzer .
Another model-independent approach was to constrain,
at least roughly, the τνd/N(H) at 1.1 mm by the obser-
vations, rather than simply adopting a dust mass absorp-
tion coefficient, κν(1.1mm). Gas column densities were es-
timated by calibrating against HI-dominant positions to es-
timate the dust optical depth to gas column density ra-
tio τνd/N(H). The method of calibrating against the HI-
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dominant positions was improved by crudely estimating the
effects of the CO-dark gas (see below). Neither galaxy has
a strong radial variation in the gas surface density beyond
galactocentric radii of about 3 kpc. Out to a galactocentric
radius of 14 kpc, the best estimate of the mass of gas in M 51
is 9.4× 109M. Out to 12 kpc in M 83, this best estimate is
7.2× 109M. (See adopted distances in Table 1.)
Pre-existing maps of CO J = 1→ 0 permitted the cre-
ation of maps of the N(H2)/I(CO) or X-factor for both M 51
and M 83 out to galactocentric radii of 6-8 kpc. Both galax-
ies have X-factor values that are higher in the interarm than
in the arms by a factor of ∼ 1.5-2. In the central few kilopar-
secs of M 51, this interarm/arm ratio rises to ∼ 3. In M 51,
there is no significant radial variation of XF . In M 83, how-
ever, there is evidence at the many-σ level of radial variation
of the X-factor by factors of 2 to 3, where the central 2 kpc
radius has a roughly flat X-factor which declines to a mini-
mum at about 4 kpc. Within galactocentric radii 6 6-8 kpc,
the spatially averaged X-factor is about 1X20.
Beyond the outer radius of the X-factor map for each
galaxy, comparison of the radial profile of the gas surface
density derived from the continuum with those of the sur-
face brightnesses of CO and HI permits estimates of lower
limits of the X-factor that reach one to two orders of mag-
nitude higher than the inner disk values. This suggests the
existence of CO-dark molecular gas in the outer disks of M 51
and M 83, although alternative explanations are only partly
ruled out. Nevertheless, these alternatives do not entirely
account for the high X-factor values in the outer disk.
A two-dimensional Fourier analysis of the spiral struc-
ture at 1.1 mm and at visible (or near visible) wavelengths
revealed that the spiral structure in red light and that in the
1.1 mm continuum and were the same in M 51. For M 83, the
spiral structure in I-band compared with that in the 1.1 mm
continuum showed that the bar’s effect in M 83 is conspic-
uous in I-band and not at 1.1 mm. These results suggest
that the spiral density wave in M 51 is influencing the inter-
stellar medium and stars similarly, while the bar potential
in M 83 has a different influence on the interstellar medium
from that on the stars.
Log-log plots of the star formation rate surface densi-
ties against those of the gas traced by spectral lines (i.e., of
HI and CO) had slopes of ∼ 1.5 whether total gas or just
molecular gas surface density. For the plots with gas sur-
face densities traced by the continuum emission, the slopes
were ∼ 2.5 whether total gas (using continuum only) or just
molecular (using continuum with HI subtracted) gas surface
densities. These plots, especially with the continuum trac-
ers, show a threshold gas surface density at which the SFR
rises by two or more orders of magnitude. The existence of
this threshold gas surface density is insensitive to within a
factor of ∼3 for the adopted τνd/N(H). The value of this
threshold density is ∼ 15M · pc−2. This threshold is some-
what less conspicuous in the spectral line tracers than for
the continuum tracers.
The fitted slopes suggest that the depletion of the
molecular gas occurs first at small galactocentric radii and
then at increasing radii in an inside-out galactic evolution.
This is seen more clearly in maps of the ratio of the surface
densities of the SFR to that of the molecular gas. For both
these galaxies and the continuum tracer, the molecular gas
depletion time in the centres is about 1 Gyr, rising at radii
of 6-8 kpc to around 10-20 Gyr. Further out, the depletion
times rise by one or two orders of magnitude. The spectral
line tracer, i.e. CO J = 1→ 0, suggests molecular gas deple-
tion times in the outer disks that are appreciably less than
10-20 Gyr.
The images of the inverse depletion time show signs of
spiral structure. Superficially, this suggests that spiral arms
effect the SFR beyond just heightening the gas surface den-
sity. However, correcting for the X-factor spatial variation
and for the spatial variation of the τνd/N(H) removes or
nearly removes such spiral structure. This apparently con-
firms the result of (Foyle et al. 2010) that the arms merely
heighten the SFR in the same proportion as they heighten
the gas surface density. Greater spatial resolution is required
for confirming this result.
In the future, we need deeper mapping of molecular
tracers in the outer disks of these spiral galaxies. As well,
a better method of calibrating the τνd/N(H) at millimetre
wavelengths is needed. So far, the method employed in the
current work is functional, but only crudely. Either a new
method or refinement of the method described here is nec-
essary.
Consultations with Rich Rand, Divakara Mayya, Daniel
Rosa are greatly appreciated. We also thank the anony-
mous referee, whose comments noticeably improved the
manuscript.
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APPENDIX A: FLUX DETERMINATION
The outer edge to the 1.1 mm continuum emission of M 51
lies at a galactocentric radius of about 14 kpc and for M 83 it
is about 12 kpc. The derived fluxes are 5.6± 0.7 Jy for M 51
and 9.9±1.4 Jy for M 83 to those outer edges. The uncertain-
ties include the calibration uncertainty of 13% and the un-
certainties due to the somewhat arbitrary choices for outer
boundaries. The simulations were used to check for system-
atics in the flux determination, thereby providing correction
factors for the derived fluxes. For M 51, this correction factor
was 1.5 for M 51 and 0.9 for M 83. These corrections were
included in the previously quoted flux values.
APPENDIX B: DETERMINATION OF
SURFACE DENSITIES AND MASSES
The 1.1 mm continuum surface-brightness maps of Figures 1
and 2 were ratioed with the Spitzer/MIPs 160µm, effec-
tively 155.9µm, maps of M 51 and M 83 (Dale et al. 2009)
to produce temperature maps under the assumption that
the dust emissivity index, β, was 2.0. As stated in the Intro-
duction, this was the most appropriate value for β as found
from the observations of M 83 by Foyle et al. (2012). In prac-
tice, the adopted value for β will have only a small effect on
the derived gas column densities, provided that those derived
column densities are calibrated against observed gas column
densities. By using those positions where atomic gas dom-
inated the column densities to calibrate the τνd/N(H) for
the continuum-derived column densities, it was found that
the column densities derived from the continuum data for
β = 1.5 to 2.5 did not deviate by more than 30% from those
for β = 2.0. Consequently, observations at only two wave-
lengths are necessary for a reasonable approximation of the
gas surface density map.
The τνd/N(H) derived from the HI comparisons are 2.2-
2.3×10−26 cm2 for M 51 and M 83, respectively. These values
lead to gas mass estimates that appear to be too low (see
Sections 4.3, 5.1, and below in this appendix for details).
Foyle et al. (2012) simply adopted the dust mass-absorption
coefficient of Li & Draine (2001) and Draine (2003), which
is a factor of ∼ 6 smaller than the values determined here.
Foyle et al. (2012) also determined a higher dust-to-gas mass
ratio than that adopted here. This is equivalent to adopt-
ing a τνd/N(H) that is factors of 5.0-5.3 smaller than that
derived from the HI comparisons. Because we adopt a con-
stant dust-to-gas ratio, the two τνd/N(H) cases are referred
to as the high-κν (from HI comparisons) and low-κν (Li
& Draine 2001; Draine 2003) cases. Given the low masses
that result from the high-κν case, the HI comparisons must
be appropriately modified. The HI comparisons were re-
peated after removing upper outliers that are apparently
unreliable due to possible undetected gas. This results in
an intermediate case, where a τνd/N(H) that is a factor of
two lower than that from the simple atomic gas calibration
method is found. Unless otherwise stated, all masses and
surface densities quoted are for this intermediate-τνd/N(H)
(most realistic) case. This approach yields a roughly 50%
uncertainty in column density and mass estimates, using
τνd/N(H) = 1.1× 10−26 cm2.
The surface brightness at frequency ν, Iν(Td), is related
to the dust-derived gas column density, Nd(H), by
Iν = µmHxd κνNd(H)Bν(Td) , (B1)
where µ is the mean atomic weight per hydrogen atom, mH
is the mass of a hydrogen atom, xd is the dust-to-gas mass
ratio, and κν is the dust mass absorption coefficient. The
mass-absorption coefficient varies with frequency as follows:
κν = κνo
(
ν
νo
)β
, (B2)
in which κνo is dust mass-absorption coefficient at a ref-
erence frequency νo. The dust temperature, Td, is of
course estimated by evaluating expression (B1) at fre-
quency ν1, corresponding to the wavelength of 1.1 mm for
the JCMT/AzTEC observations, and again at frequency
ν2, corresponding to the wavelength of 155.9µm for the
Spitzer/MIPS observations, and taking the ratio of the two.
As well as using the maps at the two wavelengths (i.e.
the JCMT/AzTEC at 1.1 mm and the Spitzer/MIPS map
at 155.9µm), there are many additional details involved in
estimating the column densities, Nd(H). These include esti-
mating the value of τνd/N(H) (or the product of xd and κν),
convolving the AzTEC 1.1 mm map to the resolution of the
Spitzer/MIPS 155.9µm map, estimating the noise levels in
the maps, characterizing any systematic effects introduced
into the Td and Nd(H) maps due to the observations and
processing of the AzTEC data, and any relevant colour cor-
rections to the continuum data. In particular, a constant
offset correction of 5.5×1020H-nuclei ·cm−2 must be added
to the column densities for M 51 as dictated by the simula-
tions to correct for inadequately recovering the large-scale
emission (but was not applied to the figures).
B1 The Reliability of Gas Surface Densities and
Masses
There are a couple issues that should be addressed in dis-
cussing the reliability of gas surface densities and masses
as inferred from dust emission in the current work. One is-
sue is to what level calibration differences between that of
SPITZER/MIPS and that of HERSCHEL/PACS for their
160µm data would affect the results and conclusions of the
current work (see Aniano et al. 2012). Another issue is the
validity of the simple approach used here instead of using a
more detailed dust model (e.g., Li & Draine 2001). As for
the former issue, Aniano et al. (2012) compared the 160µm
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–34
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data for both instruments and characterized their systematic
differences. Depending on the calibration scheme used, the
HERSCHEL/PACS 160µm intensities were either 1.6% or
25% systematically higher than those for SPITZER/MIPS .
Scaling up the 160µm intensities used in the current work by
25% would increase the computed dust temperatures, but by
differing amounts depending on initial computed tempera-
ture. Most of the those temperatures were determined to be
between 10 K and 23 K. After the hypothetical correction,
those would be 10.3 K and 25 K. If there were no calibra-
tion of the column densities against other data, those cor-
rected temperatures would require the column densities to
be corrected downwards by 5% and 11%, respectively. The
warmer positions in both galaxies tend to have higher col-
umn densities. So the higher column densities would be cor-
rected downwards by more than the lower column densities,
on average. This reduces the dynamic range of the deter-
mined column densities by roughly 6%. The overall scaling
of those column densities would remain unchanged because
of the calibration against HI column densities. So, such a
correction, were it necessary, would not appreciably change
the current results.
As for the second issue, the models of Li & Draine
(2001) combined with data at mid-IR and far-IR wave-
lengths can provide estimates of a number of parameters.
For the current work, however, there are two reasons why
such an approach was not used. One reason is that, as men-
tioned in the introduction, the AzTEC 1.1 mm map has
more spatial coverage than the HERSCHEL data for both
M 51 and M 83. SPITZER does have sufficient spatial cov-
erage for comparison with the AzTEC data, but does not
have the long-wavelength data that probes the bulk of the
dust mass, other than at 160µm. So, to consistently treat
each entire galaxy, the AzTEC 1.1 mm data were combined
with the SPITZER 160µm data for both M 51 and M 83.
Another reason that the more model-dependent approach
was not used is that we need to have model-independent
tests that can confirm or refute the validity of the mod-
els, as stated recently by Groves et al. (2015). The current
work, for example, finds a dust opacity to gas column den-
sity ratio τνd/N(H) at 1.1 mm that is about double that
inferred from Li & Draine (2001). But temporarily adopt-
ing the τνd/N(H) of Li & Draine (2001) and adopting the
appropriate distance yields nearly identical masses for both
the more sophistocated approach (i.e., in Cooper et al. 2012)
and the simpler approach (i.e., the current work) for the
NGC 5194 field. This strongly suggests that the simpler ap-
proach of the current work is reasonable at recovering some
basic dust properties.
The dust optical depth to gas column density ratio,
τνd/N(H), and especially the dust mass absorption coeffient,
κν , can be quite uncertain, ranging from κν(1.1mm) = 0.06
to 1.4 cm2 · g−1. (see the following for examples of disparate
values: Eales et al. 2010; Li & Draine 2001; Draine 2003;
James et al. 2002; Dunne et al. 2011; Ossenkopf & Henning
1994). Accordingly, attempting to measure τνd/N(H) obser-
vationally could narrow the uncertainty. This is most eas-
ily observed in gas dominated by atomic hydrogen because
the gas column densities are easy to determine. Another
approach was followed by Eales et al. (2010) for observa-
tions of the galaxies M 99 and M 100 in which they plot-
ted the star formation rate surface density, ΣSFR, against
gas surface density and against that for dust, adjusting the
κν until both surface densities agree at large ΣSFR. This
resulted in a κν value corresponding to the unusually low
κν(1.1mm) = 0.06 cm
2 · g−1 mentioned above.
The large τνd/N(H) initially derived in the current
work was from comparing the observed optical depths
at 1.1 mm with the observed gas column densities in re-
gions dominated by atomic gas. The Planck Collaboration
(2011a,b) observed τνd/N(H) = 5.2× 10−26cm2 at 857 GHz
and τνd/N(H) = 1.1× 10−25cm2 at 250µm in the dust as-
sociated with the HI gas within the Galaxy. The Planck
Collaboration (2011b) also observed τνd/N(H) = 2.3 ×
10−25cm2 at 250µm for the dust associated with molecular
gas, which is about double that observed for dust associated
with atomic gas, remembering that the N(H) is the column
density of hydrogen nuclei . At a wavelength of 1.1 mm, these
numbers correspond to 6.6× 10−27cm2 and 7.9× 10−27cm2
for dust associated with HI and τνd/N(H) = 1.6×10−26cm2
for that associated with H2 (using a spectral emissivity
index of β = 1.8 for the Galaxy, e.g., Planck Collabora-
tion 2011a,b). The current work initially finds τνd/N(H) =
2.2×10−26cm2 for M 51 and 2.3×10−26cm2 for M 83 for dust
along lines of sight with gas column densities dominated by
HI. This is more than double the values observed in our
Galaxy and are even 40% larger than the dust associated
with H2 in our Galaxy. This large τνd/N(H) is suspect and
requires a re-evaluation of the calibration of τνd/N(H) at
1.1 mm.
One explanation for the observed large τνd/N(H) would
be CO-dark gas. The presence of such gas can be crudely
tested. This is done by starting with dust-derived gas column
densities, Nd(H), that are only roughly calibrated – i.e., to
within a factor of a few. The difference Nd(H)−N(HI) then
provides a rough measure of molecular gas column density.
The ratio (Nd(H) − N(HI))/(2XF I(CO)) (where the XF
is the average used for each galaxy) is a crude measure of
the amount of dark gas — a dark ratio. Then τνd/N(H) can
be recomputed using only those positions with dark ratios
less than some upper limit. Choosing a dark ratio upper
limit as high as 100 reduces the derived τνd/N(H) by a few
percent, while choosing unity yields a τνd/N(H) that is a
factor of about 4 lower. The latter is risky given that this
could unnecessarily exclude too many positions with very
little dark gas. Accordingly, a more conservative correction
factor would be around 2.
Reducing the τνd/N(H) value by this factor scales up
the column densities by the same factor and the X-factor
scales in proportion to Nd(H) − N(HI), or up by a factor
of ∼3 for both M 51 and M 83. The best estimates of these
values are hence τνd/N(H) ' 1× 10−26cm2, corresponding
to κν(1.1mm) ' 0.7 cm2 · g−1 for µxd = 0.01 for both M 51
and M 83. These are well within a factor of 2 of the values
found by the Planck Collaboration (2011a,b) for our Galaxy.
The best estimates for the X-factors for M 51 and M 83 are
around 1X20. Table 3 displays the best estimated values for
the gas masses and the X-factors. That table shows that
roughly half of the total mass of the gas is unaccounted for
using spectral lines. This is discussed further in Section 5.1.
Possible spatial variations in τνd/N(H) should also be
considered. Both M 51 and M 83 show decreases in τνd/N(H)
by about 15-20% in going from galactocentric radii of 1
or 2 kpc to about 6 or 7 kpc. Correcting for the CO-dark
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gas changes this result. The problem is that the numbers
of points used in the comparisons becomes very small (i.e.
∼ 10) when the upper limit to the dark ratio is reduced. Such
small numbers do not give reliable estimates of τνd/N(H).
So the radial spatial variation of τνd/N(H) is uncertain, al-
though there is no clear evidence that it has a strong radial
variation. In going from interarm positions to spiral arm po-
sitions, the τνd/N(H) in M 51 decreases by 18%. In M 83,
this decrease is 8%. Again, correcting for the CO-dark gas
changes these results to 25% for M 51 and an 11% increase
for M 83, although the number of points available for the
estimation is not really sufficient.
APPENDIX C: DETERMINATION OF THE
X-FACTOR MAPS
The X-factor, XF , can be straightforwardly computed from
XF =
Nd(H)−N(HI)
2 I(CO)
. (C1)
Given that Nd(H), N(HI), and I(CO) are all maps, XF
is also a map, but not a very extended map because of the
mounting uncertainties that result from the numerous com-
putations with pre-existing data required to reach XF . Both
the M 51 and M 83 XF maps do not extend beyond about
7 kpc from the centre of each map, mostly because the CO
maps do not extend further than that. Figures 12, 13, 14,
and 15 show the X-factor maps and radial profiles for M 51
and M 83. The mean values of the X-factor listed in Table 4,
which we call XFM , are the 1/σ(XF )
2-weighted means of
each XF map and only really applies to the central 7 kpc
radius in each galaxy.
Given that the CO J = 1→ 0 emission falls to the noise
level at a radius of about 7 to 8 kpc, we are unable to com-
pute XF beyond that in the outer disks. Nevertheless, we
can use the radial curves of Figures 9 and 11 to infer rough
lower limits on XF in the outer disks. The radial variation of
XF with respect to the mean value in the inner disk, XFM ,
is a simple variation on expression (C1):
XF
XFM
=
Nd(H)−N(HI)
2Nx(H2)
, (C2)
whereNx(H2) is the molecular gas column density estimated
from a spatially constant X-factor: Nx(H2) ≡ XFMI(CO).
This measure of the column density is very noisy in these
observations of the outer disks and a useful proxy is neces-
sary for inferring some crude lower limit on XF /XFM for
radii beyond 8 kpc. The proxy adopted for 2Nx(H2) was
a pessimistic estimate of the 3-sigma uncertainties of the
gas column density, i.e., 3[σ(N(HI)) + 2σ(Nx(H2))]. This
gives the most conservative (i.e. least extreme) estimates
for XF /XFM beyond a radius of 8 kpc. For M 51, even in
the high-κν (low-κν) case, the above proxy yields lower lim-
its to XF of roughly 1 to 30X20 (7 to 10
3X20) depending
on the radius in the outer disk. For M 83, even in the high-
κν (low-κν) case, these rough lower limits to XF are 0.3 to
20X20 (2 to 600X20).
APPENDIX D: CONSIDERATIONS OF THE
COMPARISON BETWEEN SFR AND GAS
SURFACE DENSITIES
The logarithm of the SFR surface density is plotted against
that of the gas surface density for different tracers of that gas
surface density. The plots of the surface densities of SFR ver-
sus gas are displayed in Figure 16. The uncertainty of each
fitted slope is the formal error of the fit and was scaled by
the square-root of the reduced chi-square in order to give a
more conservative and more realistic estimate of this formal
error. One important consideration in these fits is that the
spatial resolution of the M 51 data is limited to 38′′, because
of the Spitzer 160µm resolution. For M 83 this resolution is
55′′ resolution due to the CO observations. Given that each
point in these plots represents a single pixel, the effective
number of independent points in each plot is the number of
pixels divided by 20 for M 51 and by 55 for M 83. Neverthe-
less, the linear resolution on each galaxy is about the same,
with 1.5 kpc for M 51 and 1.2 kpc for M 83.
APPENDIX E: CONSIDERATIONS FOR
CREATING STAR FORMATION RATE
SURFACE DENSITY MAPS
The SFR surface density maps were created from images
in the Hα line and in the 24µm continuum. According to
Calzetti et al. (2007), the SFR, M˙∗, within a source is given
by
M˙∗ = a[L(Hα) + b νLν(24µm)] . (E1)
L(Hα) is the integrated luminosity of the Hα line in erg·s−1;
ν is the frequency corresponding to the wavelength of 24µm;
Lν(24µm) is the luminosity of the 24µm continuum per
unit frequency bandwidth in erg · s−1 · Hz−1; a = 5.3 ×
10−42M · yr−1 · (erg · s−1)−1; b = 0.031; M˙∗ is in units of
M ·yr−1. If ΣSFR is the SFR surface density, then ΣSFR =
M˙∗/(ΩsD2), where Ωs is the source solid angle and D is the
source distance. Using L = 4piD2F , where F is the source
flux, and also using I = F/Ωs, with I as the source surface
brightness, results in
ΣSFR = 4pia[I(Hα) + b cνIν(24µm)] . (E2)
For ΣSFR in units of M·yr−1·kpc−2, I(Hα) in units of erg·
s−1 · cm−2 · sr−1, and Iν(24µm) in units of MJy · sr−1, we
have a = 5.1×101M ·yr−1 ·kpc−2 ·(erg ·s−1 ·cm−2 ·sr−1)−1
and cν = 1.249×10−4 erg ·s−1 ·cm−2 ·sr−1 ·(MJy ·sr−1)−1.
The numerical value of b remains unchanged.
Specifically for M 51 and M 83, the SFR surface den-
sity maps were created by applying expression (E2) to
the Hα (i.e., the line-integrated images of Kennicutt et al.
2003; Blasco-Herrera et al. 2010) and the Spitzer 24µm
images (Dale et al. 2009) of both galaxies. The images
were convolved to the appropriate resolution and rebinned
to 9′′ pixels. The I(Hα) image was converted to units of
µerg · s−1 · cm−2 · sr−1. The final spatial resolution of the
SFR surface density map for M 51 is 38′′, which is that of the
Spitzer 160µm image. For M 83 this is 55′′, which is that of
the CO J = 1→ 0 map. The negative tails of the histograms
of pixel values provided estimates of the noise levels.
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APPENDIX F: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
THE X-FACTOR AND THE STAR FORMATION
RATE SURFACE DENSITY
The physical models of Clark & Glover (2015) explore the
possible dependence of the X-factor on the the star forma-
tion rate. In their Section 5.1, their results can be parame-
terized in the form
XF = kxsΣ
γ
SFR , (F1)
where they find γ ' 0.5. With the results of the fits illus-
trated in Figure 16, we can test this result as well as specify
the parameter kxs.
We repeat the derivation in Section 5.1 of Clark &
Glover (2015) in more detail and adopt their nomenclature
where applicable. If CO (1-0) is used to estimate the H2
surface density, Σmol, then we let Σmol(CO) represent this
surface density as estimated by CO. Then
ΣSFR = ksco [Σmol(CO)]
Nobs = ksco [XFMI(CO)]
Nobs ,(F2)
where Nobs is the power-law index that is observed when
using CO-derived molecular gas surface densities and XFM
is the mean X-factor value chosen for the galaxy observed.4
Using a tracer that supposedly gives the “true” Σmol, would
have a similar relation:
ΣSFR = ksh [Σmol]
Nact = ksco [XF I(CO)]
Nact , (F3)
where Nact is the actual correct power-law index and XF is
the correct point-by-point value of the X-factor. Combining
expressions (F2) and (F3) so as to eliminate I(CO) and
comparing with (F1) yields
kxs = XFM
k
1/Nobs
sco
k
1/Nact
sh
, (F4)
and also,
γ =
1
Nact
− 1
Nobs
. (F5)
In the context of the current work, we assume that
the dust tracers of the molecular gas give Nmol (i.e.,
Nd(H)−N(HI)). So the fits in the second panels of Fig-
ure 16 yield the parameters ksh and Nact for M 51 and M 83.
The fits in the fourth panels provide ksco and Nobs. The un-
certainties of these quantities are likely dominated by sys-
tematics. This means that kxs has a roughly 50% uncer-
tainty. The effects of systematics on γ are difficult to esti-
mate. The formal uncertainties of γ using the current data
are 3-4%.
With the above in mind, expressions (F4) and (F5) ap-
plied to the current data yield kxs = 0.18 and γ = −0.38 for
M 51 and 0.79 and −0.25 for M 83. Note that these values
for kxs give XF in X20 units.
4 Notice that the value chosen for XFM is unimportant because
it is the kscoX
Nobs
FM combination that matters.
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